agnus Carter is a brave little mole. He
and his friends work all day, digging
tunnels and catching worms for King
Moldewarp. The king is greedy and unjust, and life is
hard for the other moles. When disaster strikes Magnus
and his fellow workers rise up against the selfish king. Will
their rebellion lead to imprisonment or victory? Inspired
by the Magna Carta, this delightful fable helps children,
in a fun and thought-provoking way, to understand
justice, liberty and a turning point in history.
The book includes two games to play: Tunnel Maze and
Worms & Ladders.
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I dedicate this little fable to my grandchildren
Jasper and Robin, my great nephew Magnus and
my great niece Paloma.
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A fable about justice and liberty

agnus Carter was a hard-working,
brave little mole. He had a stubby
tail, a twitchy pink nose fringed
with whiskers, and velvety, chocolate-brown fur.
He had a strong, stocky body and used his large
paddle-shaped front paws to dig, shovel and push
earth to make the maze of tunnels leading to King
Moldewarp’s palace.

very day Magnus and his friends collected
plump, pink, wriggly worms to feed the
royal household. While the greedy King grew fat,
poor Magnus’s tummy rumbled, his pups mewed
with hunger, and his wife was sad and silent. On
some days, no one smiled, even when Magnus
sang their favourite song.

agnus and his family lived deep underground
in a tiny, cramped burrow. They never saw
daylight, or smelt the sweet scent of flowers, or heard
the trilling and tweeting of birdsong. They could not
gaze at the star-sprinkled sky or dance by the light of
the harvest moon. Life was unfair.

bove ground there was a beautiful meadow
covered in “molehills”. Only the King and
his family were allowed to have fun building these
humps of crumbling earth. In winter, when snow
was on the ground, the King and Queen liked to
sledge down the hillocks; in summer, they played
croquet on the flat grassy areas.

hen, one night, in the winter of 1214, there
was a great storm. It rained without a break
for five grim days and five wild nights. Water poured
through the tunnels, sweeping the mole families
away. “Help!” cried the pups, as they clung to the
roots of a tree. Many moles drowned trying to reach
the surface, while King Moldewarp and his family
remained safe and dry.

he moles were very sad to see such destruction
but the King was heartless. “Now the storm
is over, you moles must repair the damage, and
only then will you get paid,” bellowed the King.
“Bring me worms, more worms – NOW!”

ater that evening the moles got together.
“Let’s draw up a petition,” said Magnus.
“We shall tell the King that we will do no more
digging until he agrees to our rights – to play
above ground, make molehills, feed our families
and live in peace.”

